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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the unique situation of two urban hubs that
house 74 percent of the population in the Marshall Islands of Oceania. One called Ebeye,
often referred to as “The Slum of the Pacific,” and the other Majuro, often referred to as
“Majuro Mejen Armij,” being, Majuro is the face and eyes of the people. At first glance,
one sees pollution written in both Ebeye and Majuro where militarism and capitalism
literally spell out MADE IN USA in the military dominated Asia Pacific region. The
deplorable conditions on Ebeye and on certain parts of Majuro makes one wonder why
the passive conformity to the great red, white, and blue who have these people treaty
bound. Leading modernity theorist such as Foucault have argued through a historical
Eurocentric lens that modernity involves a twin swiftly moving process centered on the
constructs of truth and power. For Pacific states that are treaty bound and have inhabited
a wealth of neocolonial legacies, it becomes increasingly apparent from experience why
the effects of globalization are felt at their home fronts. This paper explores why there are
various counter hegemonic strategies undergone in the urban centers of Ebeye and
Majuro to nationalize efforts to repudiate ill informed notions of conformity and reassert
the notion of camaraderie and joint collaborative effort, some under the guise of
conformity, in a situational effort to improve ones self in the global arena based on
obvious circumstance. It establishes the inevitable proposition of choosing an
environment mentality based on sustainability as Foucault's art of "Governmentality."
Key Words: Globalization, Contextualization, Resistance, Urbanization, Sustainable
Development
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Introduction
For Pacific states such as the Marshall Islands that are treaty bound by the
Compact of Free Association and have inhabited a wealth of neocolonial legacies, first by
Germany, then Japan, and finally USA; it becomes increasingly apparent from experience
why the effects of globalization are felt at their home fronts. While truth is embedded in
Foucault’s argument of the world operating under a dual nature, Pacific leaders such as
Kabua have contextualized the global context to better suit their narrative stating that the
latter half of the 20th century and early parts of the 21st century have been characterized
by the
“simultaneous operation of twin swiftly moving universal process where on one
hand, there is evidence of the human capacity for wider affection and loyalty with
constructive forces forging increasing interdependence and integration, while on
the other hand, the fomentation of conflicts and persecution along religious,
ethnic, gender, and political lines continue to thrive unabated indicating an
entrenched mindset that puts ethnicity and nation state above all else frustrating
efforts to universal peace and unity”1 thus leading oppressed regimes and peoples
to resist using the UN system and regional blocs.2
This resistance is perfectly displayed in the unique situation of Ebeye and Majuro where
citizens and urban dwellers actively and indirectly participate in the discourses that
pioneer greater human equality using themselves as an object of comparison.3 However,
to first acknowledge this resistance, which Appidurai calls the great irony, it is first best
to understand the effects of globalization on these two cities and their inhabitants.4
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Global Cities
Majuro and Ebeye, by western standards fall flat in achieving the global city
definition standardized by global firms and corporations given its lack of infrastructure
and institutional capacity being a Small Island Developing State largely dependent on
foreign aid and assistance. However, these two cities represent what we today would call
an informal global city reflecting man’s dying conscience. Ironically, unlike the formal
global cities of New York and San Francisco, the urban hubs of Majuro and Ebeye, at
27,243 and 9,614 residents respectively, practically have no homeless population due to
social safety nets of the extended family embedded in culture. Ebeye Island, in Kwajalein
atoll where the US Ronald Reagan Test Site resides, has the highest population density in
the Marshall Islands where 9,614 people, mostly children, live on just 0.12 square miles
of land.5 When the United States took over Kwajalein atoll and removed its residents
from what is today the Ronald Reagan Test Site, there was but fewer than sixteen people
residing on Ebeye. At the advent of US military operations, this population spiked in light
of people within the various 29 atoll and 5 single islands comprising the Marshall Islands
seeking social mobility through job opportunities offered at this US military base.
Indigenous Resistance
Ebeye has a long history of active demonstration and sail ins prior to
independence in 1986 where residents of Ebeye island were so successful that US
officials got scared and cancelled a scheduled voting referendum that included the option
of full independence on top of the Compact of Free Association voting option.6 The
deplorable conditions of this so called slum reacts and resists through the concept of
habitus where a culture of feudalism is used as a counter measure against American
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hegemony.7 Ebeye is largely feudal in nature with traditional leaders encompassing a
large part in its politics using their own resources to provide when their own government
located at the capital in Majuro cannot, due to financial constraints of transportation over
a vast 180,000 square miles of open space, largely Pacific waters. 8 In the 1970s,
worsening conditions included lack of sewer, running water, and shortage in electricity.
The 21st century beginnings also marked this crazy trend where these same conditions
despite appeals from Ebeye residents fell on deaf years to the American administration
and to a struggling government from the capital city of Majuro where resources are
further constrained by its geography and isolation.9
Majuro atoll, the capital city also fell victim to military operations in the form of
the US Navy because of its lagoon that provided an excellent port for its ships.10 When
the US moved the capital away from the former Japanese stronghold in Jaluit atoll,
Majuro became the new capital and like Ebeye Island, people in large numbers flocked to
the new capital city of Majuro for social mobility purposes in light of globalization
dynamics of interdependence within the global community.11 Majuro atoll was formally
connected by causeways and given a road in the 1960s12 when the largest road in Pacific
Trust Territory Micronesia was installed by the U.S. Department of Interior followed by
its international airport. Today, the capital city of Majuro is the second largest ship
registry in the world and boasts the largest shark sanctuary despite its 3.75 square mile
land area.13
This is the reality of Pacific nation states where their geography is largely water
with the Marshall Islands being 99.99 percent water and only 0.01 percent land. This
unique geography of atoll nations with an existing precedent of feudalistic inspired
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sustainable livelihood has urged traditional leaders and conservative members of the
populace in Majuro and on Ebeye to challenge Western institutions that fail to take into
consideration the fragile eco-systems of coral atoll nations that literally need an enabling
environment centered on “risk ethos.”14 With a population entirely composed of children
and youth, given that 46 percent of all of the Marshall Islands is under the age of sixteen,
can anyone blame the ambitious approaches to resistance undertaken through the medium
of the urban hubs of Ebeye and Majuro?
Mass migration to the United States of America is characteristic of Ebeye and
Majuro residents seeking social mobility particularly when the idea of social mobility
requires money, a fancy car and degree, own housing, and most importantly, an education
to better navigate the anxieties of the new global order. This is highly characteristic of
Marshallese people who have always been mobile as a culture of navigation where the
integral network of voyaging to sustainably exploit resources from atoll to atoll and
island to island was prevalent. 15 While 90 percent of the Marshall Islands remains
environmentally savvy, 16 the urban centers of Ebeye and Majuro struggle to retain
acceptable environmental standards due to its isolation from global polluters, lack of
institutional and labor capacity, and being limited by strategic denial rights by the great
red, white, and blue where the US has practically unlimited authority in denying any
foreigners access to the Marshall Islands by exercising its defense veto should these
foreigners appear threatening to US global security.17 This has led to active and indirect
forms of resistance centered around the moral argument of equality told through a
sustainable development lens where residents of Ebeye and Majuro have mastered the
ability to weave Marshallese traditional wisdom and collective experience with modern
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science, introduced knowledge, and technology thus contributing to the common good to
the Pacific region that is interconnected through the medium of the Pacific Ocean which
occupies one third of space on Earth.18
Conclusion
To conclude, one should not be surprised that the cities of Majuro and Ebeye have
resisted negative globalization trends using cultural capital, environmental sustainability
and climate action in the international scene through the UN System and regionalism as a
guiding tool in coordinating priorities.

19

Appidurai explains this indigenous

contextualization of resistance in light of globalization through his concept of
“production of locality” where formation of community is based on context for
contextualizing is meant to give primacy over other factors to better associate the group
to their particular place thus allowing agency in various forums and programs where
environmentalism for the sake of future generations has become Foucault’s art of
governing for the global sake of sustainable development for all of the Asia Pacific.20
This place reflects the concept of space given that the Pacific Ocean encompasses one
third of the world’s surface.21 This is why the capital city of Majuro, Marshall Islands
acts as the Secretariat to the Parties to Nauru’s Agreement,22 is an active member of the
regional bloc that is the Pacific Island Forum,23 is an active member of various CROP
agencies,24 is a leader in climate action25 and wants a world free of nuclear weapons.26
This is the worldview the cities of Majuro and Ebeye have undertaken where a blue27 and
green economy are necessary in the Asia Pacific region because of deplorable situations
of urban hubs where a blatant disregard to the global environment is prevalent by global
and economic super powers who have nuked, polluted, and exploited these centers under
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one sided deals that are constantly shifting to grant better equality.28 As Saskia states,
there is a differentiation of cities29 and the colonized informal global cities of Ebeye and
Majuro speak the tale of being controlled by the global firm and corporation that is Chief
Uncle Sam30 where even the so called ship registry on Majuro abides by the US Coast
Guard Qualship standards and is subjected to the bureaucratic controls of the
International Maritime Organization and the International Registry Inc. based in Virginia,
USA.31
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Appendix A

Figure 1: Iroij Lajidrik Jeimata Kabua (Chief of Eaninmeto) & Family. Courtesy of Fr. Erdland
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